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Abstract. In order to meet the explainability requirement of AI using
Deep Learning (DL), this paper explores the contributions and feasibility
of a process designed to create ontologically explainable classifiers while
using domain ontologies. The approach is illustrated with the help of the
Pizzas ontology that is used to create a synthetic image classifier that is
able to provide visual explanations concerning a selection of ontological
features. The approach is implemented by completing a DL model with
ontological tensors that are generated from the ontology expressed in
Description Logic.
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1 Introduction

The last years have been characterized by a large democratization of solutions
using Machine Learning (ML), and particularly Deep Learning (DL). This wide
spread has been accompanied by questions regarding their trustworthiness. Many
research papers have recently underlined the problem of the opacity of DL algo-
rithms. This issue is at the heart of the XAI [1] initiative.

As stated in [8], “clearly explaining a rationale for a classification decision
to an end-user can be as important as the decision itself”. It is thus necessary
to create AI solutions that are able to provide explanations regarding their de-
cisions, but moreover, these explanations also need to be understandable by the
users, i.e. while using the adequate abstraction level. The users’ abstraction level
mainly depends on their knowledge, their expertise, or even their viewpoint.

Widely used in the Knowledge Management and Engineering research do-
mains, the ontologies aim at reifying the knowledge of users involved in specific
domains, thus allowing algorithms to use it. Taking note of the crucial need for
explainable AI, the purpose of this paper is to explore a process for creating
automatic classifiers that are able to provide explanations founded on an ontol-
ogy. We do not focus here on new means for improving classification, but on the
contributions of ontologies for explainable AI. We also explore the feasibility of
such an approach while using the classical ML tools, and propose a solution that
allows to complement a DL model with a graph of tensors that is automatically
generated from description logic assertions coming from the targeted ontology.

The 2nd part of the paper proposes a state of the art concerning solutions
for providing explainable AI. The 3rd part of the paper illustrates the benefits
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expected from a process involving ontological reasoning for explainability, and
introduces the generic approach we propose. The 4th part presents its application
through the implementation of an ontologically explainable image classifier. The
5th part presents our conclusions resulting from this experiment.

2 Explainability

The systems using ML are more and more efficient, but also more and more com-
plex and opaque. They appear as black-boxes [6] making problematic for human
to step in and understand their decisions, and to control their deployment, ex-
ecution, and evolution [9, 1]. As a consequence, the need for transparency, and
moreover, AI explainability has been revealed crucial.

2.1 Post-hoc model explanation

The tools for explaining decisions of DL systems mainly follow post-hoc ap-
proaches designed to provide explanations about pre-existing models. Most of
theses methods are also called agnostic because they can be applied to any DL
algorithm.

Most explanation techniques rely on the idea of associating each input feature
with a value representing its importance for highlighting the key factors partici-
pating in the final prediction. It is thus possible to get explanations concerning a
particular prediction, or more global ones represented with different graphics as-
sociating features, importance factors and predictions. One of the domains where
this type of works is the best represented is Computer Vision (CV). In CV, the
raw input features correspond to the image’s pixels. The propositions consist
in making a correspondence between the predictions and the pixels that leaded
to a classification. Diverse approaches have been adopted and one of the most
representative is the Grad-CAM [20] method (and derivatives) that uses the gra-
dient of a targeted class to produce a heatmap highlighting the image’s regions
that most participated to its prediction. The techniques using input features to
explain a model are not limited to CV. Tools like LIME [15] allow to identify
some pixels in an image in a CV problem, but also to highlight the terms most
participating in a prediction in a NLP (Natural Language Processing) model. In
the same idea, while using different methods, we can also cite SHAP (SHapely
Additive exPlanation) [11], or What-If [13].

All these techniques and tools have already proved to be really useful for
explaining AI models. However, as it was underlined by [10], and as we will show
in part 3.2, these approaches do not guarantee that the provided explanations
are in fact understandable by the users.

2.2 Explainablity, Semantics and Ontologies

As recalled by [2]: “Concept-based explanation approach is a popular model inter-
pertability tool because it expresses the reasons for a model’s predictions in terms
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of concepts that are meaningful for the domain experts”. The benefits from on-
tologies for providing explanations have already been proven. For many authors,
it is obvious that ontologies can help in providing adequate explanations about
the decision process of DL models [3].

Following this idea, the concept of semantic bottleneck has recently been for-
malized in [10] and further developed in [12]: a classifier is built while integrat-
ing semantic layers in its very conception in order to extract semantic features.
These latter are then used to compute the final classification. The pondered con-
tribution of each semantic feature helps in providing explanations regarding a
prediction, and in understanding misclassification errors. However, it should be
noted that even if these interesting works speak about semantics, none of them
use an ontological approach.

Research works like [4] are dedicated to image interpretations while using
ontologies. A DL process (e.g. object detection) is used to extract features cor-
responding to ontological concepts. These features are then used to infer pre-
dictions at a higher abstraction level. Such approach implies reasoning while
using description logic for enabling complex classification tasks. Even if they do
not explicitly focus on the explainability issue, such reasoning is intrinsically
explainable, and these solutions should indeed be able to provide explanations
at the users’ ontological abstraction level.

2.3 Positioning

As in Grad-CAM or LIME, our goal is to provide explanations while highlighting
in the raw data the features that leaded to a classification. However, our approach
is not agnostic: the explanations we want to provide are intimately bound to the
targeted domain, and the features we want to highlight need to be at the user’s
abstraction level, i.e., from our viewpoint, ontological features.

Our approach is neither post-hoc because we need the ontology to be directly
involved in the very process of the classifier creation. We follow a semantic
bottleneck approach, with the difference that the semantics is here provided by
an ontology which moreover is itself directly used to compute the predictions.

From this viewpoint, we are inspired by the research works implying ontolo-
gies for high abstraction level image interpretation. Our approach is however
somehow different while definitely focusing on the explainability issue, and by
advocating for explainable classifiers that involve ontologies in classification tasks
that would a priori not need it.

3 Ontological Explainability Approach

3.1 Illustration Domain: Pizzas

To illustrate our approach, we choose to reuse the Pizzas ontology (Manchester
University). The reasons are multiple, but the main one is the fact that this
ontology is accessible and really famous, and thus already known by many re-
searchers.
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The Pizzas ontology defines a set of pizzas classes (e.g. Napoletana), that are
subclasses of the NamedPizza class (being itself a subclass of Pizza). The pizzas
definitions mainly involve the hasTopping object property whose domain is the
Pizza class, and whose range is the PizzaTopping class which is the superclass
of diverse toppings concepts like anchovies (AnchoviesTopping), etc.

We will then for example find the Napoletana pizza defined by:

Napoletana ≡ Pizza
u (∃ hasTopping . AnchoviesTopping)
u (∃ hasTopping . OliveTopping)
u (∀ hasTopping . (AnchoviesTopping t OliveTopping))

As our aim is to link the results of an image classifier with the ontological
definitions, we built a dataset in which the samples are labeled with the sub-
classes of NamedPizza. Other searchers have already created some pizzas images
datasets [14]: to our knowledge, none of them corresponds to the definitions of
the Pizzas ontology. Moreover, our goal in this experiment is not to enhance the
classification performance (in terms of accuracy, etc.), but rather to study the
benefits and the feasibility of an approach that implies an ontology for enhancing
a classifier’s explainability. Inspired by [14] in which the authors generate syn-
thetic pizzas images to constitute a controlled dataset, we generated synthetic
images of ontological pizzas by combining toppings cliparts (cf. Figure 1).

The Pizza ontology defines 22 subclasses of NamedPizza while using 36 sub-
classes of PizzaTopping. To simplify the construction of our dataset, we decided
to focus on 14 subclasses of NamedPizza involving 16 subclasses of PizzaTop-
ping, thus keeping diversity while removing the pizzas made of toppings like
TobascoPepperSauce that are hard do illustrate with cliparts, and that are not
essential to our demonstration.

The generated images voluntary use the same “pizza base” : only the toppings
distribution is varying in number, position and orientation, in order to force any
(non-ontological) classifier to focus on the toppings for classifying the pizzas.
The classification task for these synthetic pizza images being relatively simple,
we only generated a “small” and totally balanced dataset containing 200 pizzas
per each of the 14 NamedPizza subclasses.

Fig. 1. Generating synthetic images of ontological pizzas.
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3.2 Problems of a non-ontological approach

To illustrate our thoughts about the problems of post-hoc tools for explainabil-
ity, we built and trained a “classical” image classifier based on a VGG19 [19]
CNN architecture, we used transfer learning by reusing the weights of VGG19
pretrained on Imagenet, and complemented it by a Dense (256) and a SoftMax
(14 pizzas classes) layers. The images data being simple, we were able to train
this classifier while achieving 100% accuracy on a test set constituted by 20% of
our samples.

We then used tools implementing the LIME [15] and Grad-CAM [18] methods
which both explain a specific prediction by generating a heatmap highlighting
the image’s pixels that most participated to the classification. As our images
were generated in a way to let the toppings being the sole elements that can
help in differentiating the pizzas classes, we can expect the heatmaps to focus
on the toppings’ corresponding pixels.

Fig. 2. Grad-CAM explanations for a specific pizza classification.

The Figure 2 shows the explanations provided by Grad-CAM for a pizza
predicted as Napoletana, i.e. a pizza only containing olive and anchovies toppings
(cf. definition in part 3.1). We only show Grad-CAM’s results here, but the
explanations provided by LIME and Grad-CAM are similar. We can notice that
the CNN focuses well on the anchovies. However, it ignores the olives while also
focusing on a part of the pizza base (empty of toppings). We can thus consider
that for this DL model, this pizza is a Napoletana because it has some anchovies
and some void: this of course does not correspond to the definition we expected.

Nevertheless, the Pizzas ontology can help in explaining this phenomenon if
it is used to generate an ontological correlation matrix regarding the toppings.
This matrix reveals to what extent the toppings are correlated in the pizzas
definitions: we can notice that the anchovies (AnchoviesTopping) always appear
with olives (OliveTopping). On the other hand, the olives frequently appear with
other toppings. As a result, for the CNN, on a Napolitana only made of anchovies
and olives, the discriminant is the presence of anchovies.
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The purpose of these remarks is not to discredit tools like Grad-CAM and
LIME at all. As we just showed it, they are truly useful for explaining a classifier.
However, these explanations can generally only be interpreted by an AI specialist
and, as in works trying to associate some semantics to CNN filters [7], this
example demonstrates that the abstraction level of the discriminants emerging
from the training of a CNN does not coincide with the abstraction level of a
pizza specialist. As a result, these tools do not seem to be the most adequate for
providing explanations that are easily understandable by domain experts.

3.3 Proposed Approach

Our proposition aims at creating classifiers that are able to provide explanations
at the domain experts’ abstraction level, i.e. using the terms of their ontology.
The steps for this realization are:

(a) Build a set C of the classes from the ontology that will be predicted as
output of the classifier.

(b) Consider D : the set of definitions in the ontology such as
D = {d | ∃ c ∈ C, d ≡ c is an axiom of the ontology}.
Consider P : the set of properties in the ontology involved in D.
Consider R: the set of ranges such as R = {r | r=range(p), p ∈ P}
Build the set F of the ontological features f ∈ F, i.e. the triplets (c, p, r)
involved in D and that will be used while explaining the predictions.

(c) Implement a DL technique to build the set FI ⊆ F of the identified onto-
logical features (satisfied assertions) in a data sent to the classifier such as
FI = {fi ∈ F | fi ≡ ∃ p.r }

(d) Implement an ontological reasoning using D and FI for calculating CI ⊆ C,
the set of the ci classes predicted for a data.

(e) Use the set DI ⊆ D such as DI = {di ≡ ci} and the set FI for explaining
the CI classification.

One can note that the (b) and (c) steps are tightly linked because it would
be useless to build F with ontological features that cannot be extracted from
the data. In our example, we focus on the hasTopping object property because
it defines the pizzas, but also because the presence of toppings (elements of R)
can be deduced from the image.

We also want to underline that the abstraction level of the explanations is in-
trinsically linked to the abstraction level of the ontological features. Indeed, if in
our example it will be possible to explain that an image represents a Napoletana
because it contains anchovies and olives, the classifier will not be able to explain
how it decided that an image region corresponds to a specific topping. We need
to recall that any approach for explainability is facing the fact that, at some
abstraction level, one considers not having to provide deeper explanations. We
for example can cite [8] that proposes a birds species classifier while marrying a
CNN and NLP for providing explanations: the system can explain that an image
represents an Albatross because it contains a yellow beak, etc., but it does not
try to demonstrate what is a yellow beak.
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4 Ontological Classifier

This section presents the implementation of our approach with the pizzas ex-
ample. This implementation is mainly constituted by 2 modules (Figure 3): a
semantic segmentation (DL) module designed to extract the ontological features
from an image, and an ontological reasoning module called OntoClassifier de-
signed to compute the CI classes that can be deduced from FI, while being able
to provide explanations. These 2 modules are implemented in Tensorflow 2.

Fig. 3. Architecture of the ontologically explainable classifier.

4.1 DL Module: Semantic Segmentation

The first part of our classification pipeline aims at extracting the ontological
features from an image, i.e. the satisfiability of the assertions corresponding to
the triplets of F, considering that here:

F = {(c v Pizza, hasTopping, r v PizzaTopping)}
We choose to use a semantic segmentation technique whose purpose is to

label each pixel of an image with the classes from R = {r v PizzaTopping}.
We use a model architecture based on U-Net [16] and, as our dataset is fully
controlled, we generate the segmentation masks (that are necessary to train the
model) during the image generation process.

This U-Net implementation (based on MobileNetV2 [17] with the Imagenet
weights) has for input 3 channels (RGB) pizzas images (224x224x3), and for
output an image segmentation with 17 channels (224x224x17): each channel
corresponds to one of the 16 PizzaTopping subclasses, excepted for 1 channel
that is intended to receive the pixels not corresponding to any topping.

The central part of Figure 3 shows how an image sent to the DL module is
segmented: to represent this segmentation here, we have overlaid the different
channels while associating each of them with a different color.
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4.2 Ontological Module: OntoClassifier

The presence of pixels in a segmentation layer can be interpreted as the presence
of an ontological feature (∃ hasTopping . topping), topping ∈ R, thus letting to
deduce the set FI of the satisfied assertions for each image treated by this model.
It then remains to reason from FI while using the set of definitions D to deduce
the set of classes CI that can label the image.

This reasoning process using properties extracted from an image is similar
to those that can be found in diverse works merging DL and ontologies to pro-
pose interpretations at high abstraction level. A classical approach would be to
populate the ontology with instances representing the samples to be classified
(using their identified ontological features), and then to start an ontological rea-
soner like Jena, Hermit or Pellet to obtain a classification. However, as it was
underlined in [5], this process is costly because it needs to complement the DL
model with external tools, and these tools that are designed to reason in global-
ity about an ontology are much slower that the DL pipelines nowadays used to
create classifiers.

Fig. 4. Generating an OntoClassifier.

In our proposed approach, we do not need the full power of a classic ontolog-
ical reasoner to deduce CI from FI and D. We thus created the OntoClassifier
module whose constructor generates a set of tensors directly from the ontology,
and in particular from C, D and F. This process is illustrated in Figure 4: after
the selection of the targeted classes and definitions constituting C and D (1),
and of the ontological features constituting F (2), a graph of tensors is auto-
matically generated (3): these tensors are typed and interconnected thanks to
the decomposition of the OWL (Web Ontology Language) definitions found in
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D. The resulting OntoClassifier is then ready to complement the classification
pipeline directly after the output of the DL module (right part of Figure 3). This
assemblage is able to compute the satisfiability of ontological assertions like the
definition of a Napoletana (cf. 3.1), or more complex assertions for example im-
plying toppings’ superclasses (using inheritance) like in:

CheesyPizza ≡ ∃ hasTopping . CheeseTopping
VegetarianPizza ≡ ¬ (∃ hasTopping . FishTopping) u

¬ (∃ hasTopping . MeatTopping)

Moreover, the OntoClassifier being implemented as a graph of tensors that rep-
resents the decomposition of the elements of D, this module allows to trace back
the graph to identify the elements of FI that satisfied each assertion for a given
data.

4.3 Results

Generating the OntoClassifier under the form of tensors allows the integration of
the ontological dimension directly inside the classification pipeline. The resulting
global model is then truly faster than in the case where the ontological reasoning
is delegated to an external “classic” inference engine. For instance, using our
semantic segmentation (DL) module combined with the Hermit reasoner on our
computers (I9-10850K 3.6 GHz, 32 Go DDR4 3200MHz, GPU RTX 3080), the
classification of 100 pizzas images takes on average 130s. With the OntoClassifier,
on the same computers, this classification only takes on average 1,6s. As in 3.2,
we were able to train this pipeline to achieve 100% accuracy on the test set.

Fig. 5. Classification and ontological segmentation.

The Figure 5 shows the example of an image of Fiorentina. The classifier
predicts the set of classes that can label this image (Fiorentina, Vegetarian,
Cheesy). The segmentation mask highlights the set of identified toppings. One
can notice that in contrast to the example presented in 3.2, the abstraction
level of this heatmap is in line with the ontology: no topping is ignored by the
classifier, the highlighted entities correspond to the class definitions, and each
topping is differentiated and identifiable thanks to a color code.
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Fig. 6. Classification and visual ontological explanations.

The Figure 6 illustrates the fact that this system also allows to focus on a
specific identified class (here focusing on the Cheesy class identified for the image
classified in Figure 5), and to use the OntoClassifier’s introspection mechanism to
explain this classification. This focus reuses the ontological segmentation mask,
and adds (in the right part), an explanation that binds the OWL definition of
the targeted class with the parts of the image that satisfied the (sub-)assertions.
Here, the binding is represented using a heatmap color code, but we can imagine
more interactive means like dynamically highlighting the original image while
moving the cursor over parts of the definition.

Fig. 7. Explanations for classification due to missing features.

The Figure 7 shows that the OntoClassifier can focus on an identified class
and also explain a classification due to the absence of elements.

5 Conclusion

Accounting the need for explainable AI, we explored the benefits and the feasi-
bility of a process for creating classifiers that are ontologically explainable, i.e.
providing explanations at the abstraction level for their domain users. We pro-
posed a generic approach that results in an architecture mainly constituted by
2 modules: a DL module dedicated to the ontological features extraction, and
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another module named OntoClassifier and dedicated to ontological reasoning.
In order to integrate the ontological dimension in the very heart of the classi-
fier without burdening the resulting classification pipeline, we have introduced a
tool for automatically generating the OntoClassifier as a graph of tensors directly
built from the class definitions provided in the ontology. We have exemplified
our approach by creating an image classifier and have illustrated the possibilities
for ontological classification, as well as for visual explanation.

It is true that this approach involves additional work around the creation of
an ontology that reifies the users’ abstraction level, the construction of the sets
C, D, and F, and also the use of a DL technique that is more complex than for a
“simple” classification. One can however also notice that this approach not only
results in an ontologically explainable classifier, but also presents other bene-
fits. As long as the set of ontological features (F ) does not change, it is easily
possible to evolve the classifier, for example by adding new classes/definitions,
and to integrate this evolution into the pipeline without having to retrain the
DL model. The sole thing to do is to automatically re-generate the OntoClassi-
fier. As underlined in [21], the notion of viewpoint is important too, even while
considering ontologies. Our proposed approach and tools can offer a solution to
the need for multi-viewpoints because it is easily possible to generate different
OntoClassifier modules, each one dedicated to a specific viewpoint on the same
domain. Our approach also allows to introduce the notion of viewpoints in the
explanations themselves. Indeed, for the same C set, it is possible to build dif-
ferent D sets, and then to generate different explainable classifiers focusing on
different ontological definitions for the same classes. For example, in the Pizza
ontology, a Vegetarian pizza can be defined as:

(1) VegetarianPizza ≡ ¬ (∃ hasTopping . FishTopping) u
¬ (∃ hasTopping . MeatTopping)

(2) VegetarianPizza ≡ ∀ hasTopping . VegetarianTopping

If these 2 definitions lead to the same classification, the associated visual
explanations correspond to different viewpoints focusing on (or highlighting) (1)
the fish or meat toppings (cf. Figure 7), or (2) the vegetarian toppings.

These approach and tools are still in development. In this paper, the visual
explanations directly use the OWL expressions: this representation needs to be
improved, and then evaluated through experiments while involving end-users. We
also are working on the human-machine interfaces that will allow end-users to
manipulate and explore the provided explanations. The presented elements how-
ever already let imagine functionalities that are promising, and even necessary
in the frame of projects involving actors with different cultures and viewpoints.
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